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1 Introduction
The primary goal of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment [1] is to explore physics
at the TeV energy scale, exploiting the proton-proton collisions delivered by the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) [2]. The main component of the CMS detector to identify and measure photons
and electrons is the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) [1, 3]. The CMS ECAL is designed with
stringent requirements on energy resolution, in order to be sensitive to the decay of a Higgs boson
into two photons.
Crystal calorimeters have the potential to provide fast response, radiation tolerance and ex-
cellent energy resolution [4]. The CMS ECAL is composed of 75 848 lead tungstate (PbWO4)
crystals. The detector consists of a barrel region, extending to a pseudorapidity |η | of 1.48, and
two endcaps, which extend coverage to |η | = 3.0. Scintillation light from the crystals is detected
by avalanche photodiodes (APDs) in the barrel region and by vacuum phototriodes (VPTs) in the
endcaps. The layout of the CMS ECAL, showing the crystal barrel and endcap detectors, as well
as the silicon preshower detectors, is shown in figure 1.
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In order to achieve the desired energy resolution of the ECAL it is necessary to maintain the
stability of the per-channel energy calibration over time. This places stringent requirements on the
stability of the temperature of the ECAL and of the high voltage applied to the APDs. This is
due to the temperature dependence of the crystal light yield, as well as the sensitivity of the APD
gains to variations in both temperature and high voltage (the VPT response is much less sensitive
to temperature and high voltage variations). In addition, changes in crystal transparency under
irradiation must be tracked and corrected for.
During October-November 2008 the CMS Collaboration conducted a month-long data taking
exercise known as Cosmic Run At Four Tesla (CRAFT), with the goal of commissioning the exper-
iment for an extended operating period [5]. With all installed detector systems participating, CMS
recorded 270 million cosmic-ray muon events with the solenoid at its nominal axial magnetic field
strength of 3.8 T. These tests were the first opportunity to exercise over an extended period of time
the electromagnetic calorimeter as installed within CMS. The performance results from the ECAL
during these tests are reported in this paper.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a brief description of the ECAL and
summarises the installation of the barrel and endcaps in CMS. Sections 3–6 deal mostly with the
analysis of data recorded by the ECAL during CRAFT. Section 3 describes the algorithms used to
reconstruct the energy deposited in the detector by cosmic-ray muons. Section 4 shows the achieved
stability of temperature, high voltage and electronic noise. These measurements are compared to
the stability levels needed in order to achieve the desired energy resolution performance of the
ECAL. Progress in validating the light monitoring system is also described in this section. Section 5
presents the results from the use of cosmic-ray and beam-induced muons (the latter from LHC
operation in September 2008) to verify the pre-existing calibration constants, which were obtained
from laboratory and test beam measurements. In section 6, the results from a series of dedicated
calibration runs that were taken in the endcap detectors are described. These runs were used to
make measurements of the VPT response in the 3.8 T CMS magnetic field, in order to update the
existing endcap calibration constants that were obtained at zero magnetic field, and to measure the
effect of pulsing rate on VPT stability.
2 The ECAL in CMS
Each of the 36 supermodules in the ECAL barrel (EB) consists of 1700 tapered PbWO4 crystals
with a frontal area of approximately 2.2× 2.2 cm2 and a length of 23 cm (corresponding to 25.8
radiation lengths). The crystal axes are inclined at an angle of 3◦ relative to the direction of the
nominal interaction point, in both the azimuthal (φ ) and η projections. Scintillation light from the
crystals is detected by two Hamamatsu S8148 5×5 mm2 APDs (approximately 4.5 photoelectrons
per MeV at 18 ◦C), which were specially developed for CMS and operate at a gain of 50. These are
connected in parallel to the on-detector readout electronics, which are organised in units of 5× 5
crystals, each unit corresponding to a trigger tower. Each trigger tower consists of five Very Front
End (VFE) cards, each accepting data from 5 APD pairs. The APD signals are pre-amplified and
shaped by Multiple Gain Pre-Amplifier (MGPA) ASICs located on the VFE boards, which consist
of three parallel amplification stages (gains 1, 6 and 12) [6]. The output is digitised by a 12-bit ADC
running at 40 MHz, which samples the pulse ten times for each channel and selects the gain with
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Figure 1. Layout of the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter, showing the barrel supermodules, the two end-
caps and the preshower detectors.
the highest non-saturated signal. The data from five VFE cards are transferred to a single front-end
card, which generates the trigger primitive data [7], and transmits it to the dedicated off-detector
trigger electronics.
The two ECAL endcaps (EE) are constructed from four half-disk ‘dees’, each consisting of
3662 tapered crystals, with a frontal area of 2.68×2.68 cm2 and a length of 22 cm (corresponding
to 24.7 radiation lengths), arranged in a quasi-projective geometry. The crystals are focussed at a
point 1.3 m farther than the nominal interaction point along the beam line, with off-pointing angles
between 2◦ and 8◦. The crystals in each dee are organised into 138 standard 5× 5 supercrystal
units, and 18 special shaped supercrystals that are located at the inner and outer radii. Scintillation
light is detected by VPTs (type PMT188) produced by NRIE with an active area of 280 mm2 and
operating at gains of 8–10, which are glued to the rear face of the crystals. The VPTs installed in
CMS have a 25% (RMS) spread in anode sensitivity and were sorted into six batches across the
detector. The highest sensitivity VPTs are installed along the outer circumference of the endcaps
and the lowest sensitivity tubes are installed along the inner circumference, ensuring a roughly
constant transverse energy equivalent of the noise as a function of η . Further details of the design
and construction of the ECAL, the associated on-detector and off-detector readout electronics, and
the performance of individual system components can be found elsewhere [1].
Installation of the ECAL barrel into CMS was performed during 2007. The last module was
installed in July of that year and the integration of essential detector services (low voltage, high
voltage and cooling) and preliminary commissioning of the supermodules was completed in De-
cember 2007. Prior to this, all supermodules were fully tested in the laboratory after construction
and were exposed to cosmic-ray muons for a period of ten days, to obtain relative channel-to-
channel inter-calibration constants. Nine of the 36 supermodules were also exposed to test beam
electrons to provide absolute energy calibrations (described further in section 5). During 2006,
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two supermodules were installed and tested in the CMS solenoid at 4 T along with other sub-
detectors [8]. The endcap dees were constructed and commissioned at CERN during early 2008.
The dees were installed in CMS during July 2008 and the entire barrel and endcap calorimeter was
commissioned prior to the closure of CMS in late August, in preparation for first LHC beam. The
silicon preshower detectors, which are located in front of the ECAL endcaps, were not included in
CMS for the 2008 run. They were installed during early 2009 and have been fully commissioned
prior to LHC operation in late 2009.
3 ECAL operation during CRAFT
Of the 270 million cosmic-ray events recorded by CMS at 3.8 T during CRAFT, a total of 246
million were used in ECAL reconstruction and analysis. Of these, 158 million events were taken
with the nominal APD gain of 50 (G50), in order to study trigger performance, noise and the
signatures of minimum ionising particles (MIP) in the configuration that will be used for collision
data. In order to study cosmic-ray muon signatures in ECAL with greater efficiency, the remaining
88 million events were taken with APD gain 200 (G200). For these two gains, the average ADC to
MeV conversion factors in EB are 1 ADC count ≈ 38 (9.3)MeV for G50 (G200). As discussed in
section 4.1, the single channel noise is unchanged in G50 and G200, leading to an increased signal
to noise ratio for cosmic-ray muons in G200.
The ECAL trigger was operated in the barrel region during CRAFT, using data taken with
APD G50. The trigger algorithm used in CRAFT, which is described in detail in ref. [7], involves
the generation of trigger primitive data for each trigger tower. These provide a measurement of the
total transverse energy (ET ) of the trigger tower, as well as a single (“fine grain”) bit that indicates
a compact lateral extent of the energy deposit. In CRAFT, a threshold on the trigger primitive ET
of 750 MeV was applied at the trigger tower level. These trigger primitives are sent to the Regional
Calorimeter Trigger (RCT) [9]. Electromagnetic candidates were formed by requiring that the
summed ET in two neighbouring towers exceeds a threshold of 1 GeV,1 that the fine grain bit is set,
and that the associated energy deposition in the hadronic calorimeter is low relative to the energy
deposited in the ECAL (< 5%). The typical trigger rate during CRAFT was 30–40 Hz. Further
details can be found in ref. [11].
A data reduction algorithm, termed selective readout [12], is applied to reduce the ECAL
raw data size to the level of 100 kB/event, which is the bandwidth allocated to the calorime-
ter readout by the CMS DAQ system. During CRAFT, the trigger towers in EB for a particular
event were classified as low or high interest, based on their measured ET . Towers in EB with ET
greater than 687.5 MeV (APD G50) were classified as of high interest. For low interest towers
(ET < 687.5 MeV), only channels with amplitude above a minimum threshold, termed the zero
suppression threshold, were read out. All channels in a 3×3 trigger tower matrix centred on a high
interest tower were read out. The zero suppression threshold was 2.25 ADC counts (approximately
90 MeV in G50), corresponding to approximately twice the measured noise level in the highest
MGPA gain. In EE, a zero suppression threshold of 3.0 ADC counts (1.5 times the noise level in
the highest MGPA gain) was applied to all channels.
1A much higher threshold on the ET of electromagnetic candidates will be applied for LHC beam running. For a
luminosity of 2×1033 cm−2s−1, a threshold of 26 GeV is envisaged for single electron/photon candidates [10].
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A fit was performed to the 10 digitised 25 ns time samples surrounding a signal, in order to
estimate the signal amplitude and timing for each channel that is read out. The delay of the readout
pipeline is such that the signal pulse is expected to start from the fourth sample and the baseline
pedestal value can be estimated from the first three digitised samples, termed pre-samples [13].
Two different amplitude reconstruction algorithms are used in this paper. For the analysis of
cosmic-ray muons (described in section 5), which are asynchronous with respect to the 40 MHz
sampling frequency of the ADC, a parameterised pulse shape function was used, with fixed shape
parameters optimised separately for barrel and endcap crystals. This algorithm was also used in
the analyses described in section 4.4 and in section 6.
For LHC beam running, where the readout samples will be synchronised to the 40 MHz LHC
frequency, the standard amplitude reconstruction method is a digital filtering technique [13]. This
method estimates the pulse amplitude by a linear weighting of the individual samples, and requires
that the position of the pulse maximum has a small jitter (within 1 ns [13]). For the analyses
presented in this paper the signal amplitude was reconstructed using five consecutive digitised
samples around the expected position of the peak and dynamically subtracting the pedestal from
each event using the three pre-samples before the peak. This “3+5 weight” algorithm was used, as
described in section 4.1, to estimate the electronic noise that would be obtained from the amplitude
reconstruction method intended for LHC running. Further details of the ECAL time reconstruction
methods, and their performance during CRAFT, can be found in ref. [14].
The reconstructed hits for each event are grouped into clusters of 5× 5 crystals. At CRAFT,
the clusters were seeded from a single crystal with a reconstructed amplitude greater than 15 ADC
counts above pedestal (corresponding to 130 MeV for APD G200 or 12.5 standard deviations above
the noise in the highest MGPA gain), or from two adjacent crystals with amplitudes greater than
5 ADC counts (approximately 40 MeV in G200) above pedestal. Contiguous clusters are grouped
together to form superclusters in order to collect the energy deposited by muons which traverse
the ECAL at large angles with respect to the crystal axes. With APD G200, the probability for a
muon traversing the length of a crystal in the ECAL barrel to produce a reconstructed cluster was
greater than 99% [15]. The analysis described in section 5.1 uses only muons that cross the tracker
volume. For these muons, which should pass through the ECAL twice, there was an average of 1.7
reconstructed superclusters per event. The reduction from the expected number of two is due to
some muons either passing through temporarily non-operating regions of the barrel (supermodules
with low voltage turned off) or passing through the forward regions of the detector.
The fraction of channels that were operational during CRAFT was 98.33% in EB
(60177/61200) and 99.66% in EE (14598/14648). For the barrel, 28/2448 trigger towers (1.14%)
were turned off due to a damaged low voltage supply cable, which was repaired after CRAFT. The
readout of 11 trigger towers (0.45%) was suppressed due to data integrity problems. A total of
48 channels (0.08%) were classified as inoperable, based on pedestal, charge injection and laser
calibration measurements, as well as beam-induced muon data from the September 2008 LHC
beam tests. An additional 35 single channels were classified as problematic, but could be operated
in at least one of the three MGPA gains. These 83 (48 inoperable plus 35 problematic) chan-
nels were masked in the ECAL cosmic-ray muon reconstruction. Most of them have been known
since detector commissioning, with 16 new channels discovered since the installation in CMS. For
the endcaps, data from two supercrystals, corresponding to 50/14648 channels (0.34%) were sup-
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pressed due to a broken data optical fibre inside one of the dees (25 channels) and a faulty low
voltage connection powering five VFEs (25 channels). No isolated dead channel was observed in
the endcap data.
4 System stability
The electromagnetic (EM) energy resolution of ECAL can be parameterised as a function of the
incident electron/photon energy, E (in GeV), as
σE
E
=
a√
E
⊕ b
E
⊕ c , (4.1)
where a represents the stochastic term, which depends on event to event fluctuations in lateral
shower containment, photo-statistics and photodetector gain; b represents the noise term, which
depends on the level of electronic noise and event pile-up (additional particles causing signals
that overlap in time); and c represents the constant term, which depends on non-uniformity of the
longitudinal light collection, leakage of energy from the rear face of the crystal and the accuracy
of the detector inter-calibration constants. The target value for the constant term, which dominates
the resolution at high energies, is 0.5% for both the barrel and the endcaps [3].
Previous measurements taken with test beam electrons with energies between 20 and 250 GeV
have shown that the EM energy resolution and noise performance of the ECAL barrel meets the
design goals for the detector. For the barrel, the mean values of the stochastic and constant terms,
computed using the energy summed over 3x3 crystal arrays, are 2.8%/
√
E(GeV) and 0.3% re-
spectively [16]. The mean single channel noise, computed for 1175 crystals, is 41.5 MeV energy
equivalent. The following sections describe the achieved stability of electronic noise (section 4.1),
high voltage (section 4.2), temperature (section 4.3), and the ECAL light monitoring system (sec-
tion 4.4) for data taken during 2008. The purpose of these measurements is to show that the oper-
ating conditions during CRAFT meet the ECAL goals on detector stability, and that the observed
high voltage and temperature fluctuations provide a negligible contribution to the constant term of
the EM energy resolution.
The stability of these quantities was monitored using data collected in dedicated runs, as well
as data taken continuously throughout CRAFT in the ECAL calibration sequence. This sequence
periodically injected pedestal, MGPA test pulse (charge injection to the front-end electronics) and
laser events into the data stream during the simulated LHC abort gap (3 µs gap at the end of each
89 µs beam cycle).
4.1 Noise stability
The electronic noise of the ECAL was monitored during CRAFT from dedicated pedestal runs,
which measure the noise in all three gains of the MGPA in the absence of signal pulses. Figures 2(a)
and (b) show the stability in EB and EE of the per-channel noise level (expressed in ADC counts)
for the highest MGPA gain, which is the most sensitive to electronic noise.
For barrel data, the “3+5 weight” amplitude reconstruction method was used to estimate the
level of electronic noise. As stated above, this is the baseline method for clock-synchronous LHC
running and, since the three pre-samples are used to subtract the pedestal for each event, it is known
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Figure 2. Pedestal noise stability during CRAFT. (a) Average electronic noise in the barrel (open circles)
and endcaps (filled circles) versus time for pedestal data taken during CRAFT. Data in the highest MGPA
gain are used, and the noise level is expressed in ADC counts. The dashed lines represent the average noise
levels in the barrel and endcaps, over the time period shown. (b) Distribution of the RMS of the pedestal
noise for each channel, measured in the pedestal runs shown in (a), plotted separately for barrel and endcap
channels.
to be effective in reducing the level of low frequency (or pickup) noise [13]. An additional noise
contribution, observed in 9 of the 36 barrel supermodules during CRAFT and believed to be low
frequency pickup noise (< 4 MHz) associated with the operation of other CMS sub-detectors in the
underground cavern, was observed in the individual time samples. This excess noise was strongly
suppressed by the digital filtering technique. Variations in the mean noise level per supermodule
of 25% were reduced to less than 2%, consistent with statistical uncertainties. The noise level was
defined as the RMS deviation of the reconstructed signal amplitude measured from each pedestal
event. The noise level is uniform across all barrel supermodules following the application of this
method.
For the endcap detectors no significant source of pickup noise was observed. Accordingly,
it was not necessary to apply the digital filtering amplitude reconstruction method to obtain good
noise performance and stability. For endcap data, the noise level was defined as the RMS deviation
of the three pre-samples, summed over all pedestal events.
The data points shown in figure 2(a) come from several different runs, taken with the CMS
magnetic field at 0 T or 3.8 T and in the barrel with APD gains G50 or G200. The fact that all
measurements are perfectly aligned shows that the noise level in the ECAL does not depend on
the CMS magnetic field nor on the APD gain. For the highest MGPA gain, the average noise
level per channel was 1.06 ADC counts in the barrel, and 1.96 ADC counts in the endcaps. The
observed noise levels in EB and EE during CRAFT are consistent with the values measured during
module construction (see, for example, table 1 of ref. [13] for EB noise measurements obtained
with test beam data using the “3+5 weight” method), and meet the MGPA design specifications [6].
For the barrel, the average value of the noise in energy equivalent units corresponds to roughly
40 MeV/channel (APD G50).
A small number (< 0.1%) of single channels showed high noise levels during CRAFT, either
high pedestal RMS (greater than 2.0 ADC counts in the barrel and greater than 3.0 ADC counts
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in the endcaps) or high occupancy in cosmic-ray muon runs. These channels were excluded in
the subsequent reprocessing of the CRAFT data. The per-channel noise stability during CRAFT is
shown in figure 2(b). It shows the RMS of the variations of the noise levels measured in the highest
MGPA gain for each individual channel, and computed over the pedestal runs used in figure 2(a).
The average per-channel variation was 0.127 ADC counts in the barrel and 0.161 ADC counts in
the endcaps. The performance of the MGPA was also shown to be insensitive to the CMS magnetic
field at better than the per mille level, using dedicated charge injection runs.
4.2 High voltage stability
High voltage (HV) is supplied to the barrel APDs via a custom HV power supply developed in
collaboration with CAEN. A total of 18 CAEN SY1527 crates are used. These are located in the
CMS service cavern at a distance of 120 m from the ECAL, and sense wires are used to correct
for voltage drops in the HV supply lines between the crates and the detector. Each crate contains
eight A1520E boards, which carry up to 9 channels. Each channel can provide a bias voltage of
0–500 V to 50 APD pairs with a maximum current of 15 mA. A total of 1224 HV channels are
used in the ECAL barrel. The APDs are sorted according to operating voltage, and paired such
that the mean gain is 50. The nominal operating voltage is between 340 and 430 V. Since the APD
gain, G, is very sensitive to the bias voltage, 1/G (∂G/∂V ) ≈ 3%/V, the operating voltage must
be kept stable to better than 60 mV to provide a negligible contribution to the constant term of the
EM energy resolution. The HV crates are fully integrated into the CMS Detector Control System
(DCS) framework, which allows the applied voltages and currents for each channel to be remotely
controlled and monitored. High voltage is supplied to the endcap VPTs by two CAEN SY1527
crates, one for each endcap. The cathodes are at ground potential, the dynodes are held at 600 V
and the anodes at 800 V. One pair of CAEN channels (one for anodes, one for dynodes) serves
approximately one quadrant (four pairs at each endcap). In addition, there is an interlock on the
CAEN boards, to switch off the high voltage to the VPTs if the CMS magnetic field is not at a
constant value. At the operating bias used in CMS, the VPT gain is close to saturation [1]. As
a result, the voltages for the endcaps do not have to be controlled very precisely (the VPT gain
dependence on high voltage is less than 0.1%/V [17]).
During the CRAFT data taking period, high voltage was supplied to the barrel APDs with
two different settings, corresponding to G50 and G200. For the purpose of measuring high voltage
stability, a one-week period during CRAFT has been selected, when all channels were continuously
operated at APD G50. The typical current drawn by each HV channel during this period was 2–
3 µA. Figure 3(a) shows the monitored voltage on one HV sense wire, as recorded by the CAEN
crate and logged in the CMS detector conditions database [18]. All the points are compatible with a
constant value within the measurement errors. The line represents the average over this period. The
stability of the sense wire readings for the barrel HV channels during this period can be estimated
by the distribution of the RMS of the readings of each individual channel (figure 3(b)). The average
fluctuation of the high voltage is 2.1 mV (RMS). More than 97% of the total number of channels
have fluctuations below 5 mV and all were within 10 mV during the time period considered here.
APD dark current measurements were recorded for each channel by Detector Control Unit
(DCU) ASICs located on the front-end electronics. The additional voltage drop over the 136 kΩ
protection resistor between the sense point and the APD cathode could have a sizeable effect on the
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Figure 3. Barrel HV stability during CRAFT. (a) Monitored HV on a barrel sense wire during one week of
CRAFT data taking when the APD gain was set to G50. Each data point is averaged over a three hour time
period. (b) Distribution of the RMS of the readings for each HV channel during this period.
applied voltage for leakage currents of a fraction of a µA. The minimum dark current measurable
by the DCU system, once the DCU readout pedestal has been subtracted, is 0.32 µA. The ADC
pedestals have been computed averaging several runs taken with no high voltage applied to the
APDs. The measurements recorded during the CRAFT data taking reported dark currents below
the measurable threshold for almost all channels in the barrel, as expected for non-irradiated APDs,
only 11 channels (< 0.02%) showing measurable currents.
4.3 Temperature stability
The temperature of the ECAL barrel is required to be stable within 0.05 ◦C. This ensures that
temperature fluctuations provide a negligible contribution to the constant term of the EM energy
resolution. Fluctuations in temperature directly affect the light yield of the crystals (the temperature
dependence of the light yield is approximately−2% per ◦C) and the gain of the APDs in the ECAL
barrel, 1/G (∂G/∂T )≈−2.3%/◦C [19]. In the endcaps, the temperature dependence of the VPT
response is assumed to be negligible relative to the temperature sensitivity of the crystal light
yield [20, 21]. Accordingly, a less stringent temperature stability requirement of 0.1 ◦C is assumed
for the endcap dees.
The nominal operating temperature of ECAL is 18 ◦C. A cooling system utilising water
flow [1, 3] is used to regulate the temperature of the barrel and endcap crystals, which are ther-
mally decoupled from the silicon tracker and preshower detectors. In addition, the return water is
distributed to a series of aluminium cooling bars, which are coupled to the very front end electronics
and remove the heat generated by these components.
Temperature readings are provided by two independent groups of sensors. Precision Temper-
ature Monitor (PTM) devices (10 per supermodule, 24 per endcap dee) measure the temperatures
on each side of the crystal volume and the incoming and outgoing cooling water. These are a set
of precision temperature sensors (NTC 470 Ω thermistors manufactured by EPCOS) read out via
CAN-bus, which have a relative accuracy of ≈ 0.01 ◦C. In addition, thermistors are fixed to the
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back of each 5× 2 crystal matrix (170 per supermodule) in the barrel and to each supercrystal in
the endcaps. These thermistors were read out by the DCU ASICs located on each VFE board.
The thermistors were calibrated in the laboratory prior to installation, and the response of the DCU
ASICs was then calibrated by the PTM devices.
Figure 4(a) shows the EB temperature history during CRAFT for three representative PTM
sensors, monitoring the temperature close to the rear face of the crystals of three different super-
modules. Measurements from an additional sensor, monitoring the input cooling water temperature
of another supermodule, are also shown. Each data point is the average of approximately 45 read-
ings taken over an eight-hour period, and the error bar represents the uncertainty on this mean
value. During CRAFT, these temperature readings were stable to better than 0.01 ◦C, which is
well within the desired stability target. Temperature sensors in both the innermost (|η | < 0.44)
and outermost (1.13 < |η |< 1.48) regions of the supermodules are shown (labelled Module 1 and
Module 4, respectively). The outer regions of the supermodules are observed to be hotter than the
inner regions by 0.09 ◦C, on average. This is probably due to the fact that the former are close
to the supermodule patch panels, where all services, cooling manifolds and cables converge. The
mean temperature measured in the ECAL barrel during CRAFT was 18.10±0.02 ◦C by the PTM
sensors and 18.12±0.04 ◦C by the APD capsule thermistors.
Figure 4(b) shows the EE temperature history during CRAFT. Three representative PTM sen-
sors are shown, reading temperatures on the dee backplates, close to the rear face of the crystals.
An additional sensor monitoring the input cooling water is also shown for reference. The readings
are shown to be stable within ±0.02 ◦C after October 15th, following an initial period of temper-
ature stabilization. This is well within the ECAL requirement for the temperature stability of the
endcap detectors. The observed small changes in the backplane sensor readings are correlated with
fluctuations in the input water temperature. The readings in dee 3 clearly fluctuate much more than
those of the other sensors, during much of the CRAFT running period. Comparing the general
patterns, it is seen that the fluctuations in the dee 3 data are due to noise in the sensor and not to
temperature instabilities. The mean temperature measured by the PTM sensors in the two endcaps
during CRAFT was 18.58± 0.03 ◦C for dee 1 and dee 2, and 18.55± 0.06 ◦C for dee 3 and dee
4. The larger RMS in the second endcap is caused by the higher noise level observed in the dee
3 PTM sensors. The PTM temperature profiles were examined for data taken after CRAFT in or-
der to investigate the slow rise in temperatures observed in figure 4(b). No evidence of long-term
temperature drifts was seen.
The RMS deviation of temperature histories was also calculated for the 6009 barrel thermistors
and 548 endcap thermistors that were read out during CRAFT. The average stability was 0.009 ◦C
in the barrel, with all measurements within the ECAL specification of 0.05 ◦C. The average sta-
bility in the endcaps was measured to be 0.017 ◦C, using data from 15th October onwards, once
the temperature had stabilised following the initial turn-on period clearly visible in figure 4(b).
Measurements comparing the variation of neighbouring thermistors in the barrel and endcaps indi-
cated a higher level of readout noise in the latter. However, even if all of the observed fluctuations
in the endcap thermistor readings are attributed to temperature instabilities, practically all of the
measurements lie within the specification of 0.1 ◦C.
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Figure 4. Stability of ECAL temperature during CRAFT. (a) Mean temperatures recorded over eight-hour
time bins for PTM sensors located in four different ECAL barrel supermodules. Three of the four sensors
monitored the temperature close to the rear face of the crystals, and one sensor recorded the input water
temperature in one of the cooling circuits. (b) Mean temperatures recorded for four representative PTM
sensors in the endcap. Three sensors monitored the temperature on the dee backplanes, and one monitored
the input cooling water temperature. The error bars represent the error on the mean of approximately 45
measurements per data point.
4.4 Crystal transparency monitoring
The ECAL laser monitoring (LM) system [22] is critical for maintaining the stability of the constant
term of the EM energy resolution at high luminosities. Its main purpose is to accurately measure
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and to correct for changes in the lead tungstate crystal transparency, which will decrease during
irradiation at the LHC due to formation of colour centres. The crystals will slowly recover trans-
parency through annealing when beams are off. The LM system is also able to detect and correct
for other effects such as photodetector gain changes due to temperature or high voltage variations.
To reach the ECAL design performance, the LM system is required to monitor transparency
changes for each crystal at the 0.2% level, with one measurement every 20 to 30 minutes. The
LM system consists of two different lasers: a blue laser with a wavelength (440 nm) close to the
emission peak of scintillation light from PbWO4, and an infra-red laser (wavelength 796 nm) for
which crystal transparency is stable under irradiation. The blue laser is used to monitor crystal
transparency to scintillation light whereas the infra-red laser is used to disentangle effects due to
irradiation from other possible effects such as gain variations.
Light is fanned out from the laser sources to the 75 848 crystals by means of a two-level dis-
tribution system. A fibre optic switch directs laser pulses from the laser source located in the CMS
service cavern via optical fibres to a single calorimeter element located on the detector. There are
72 half-supermodule calorimeter elements in the barrel and 16 quarter-dee elements in the endcaps.
The secondary fanout consists of a reflective light splitter, and 9 (19) output optical fibres per barrel
supermodule (endcap dee). The tertiary fanout consists of a 12 mm inner-diameter thermoplastic
light diffusing sphere with a fanout of typically 200 fibres that carry the laser light to individual
crystals. Laboratory measurements indicate a typical spread in light yield of 2.4% (RMS) over 240
fibres. For the endcaps, this tertiary light distribution system is shared with a LED pulser system,
which was installed in 2008 when the endcap dees were installed in their final position, in the ex-
perimental cavern. The LED system contains 76 light sources in two colours: blue (455 nm) and
orange (617 nm). Its main purpose is to provide a constant background pulsing rate of > 100 Hz
to mitigate the effect of VPT anode sensitivity to the rate, as described in section 6.2. Additional
fanout fibres are connected to a set of 528 radiation-hard PN diodes, which provide monitoring of
the laser and LED light output, and allow pulse-to-pulse variations in the reconstructed amplitudes
to be corrected for.
Changes in the crystal transparency due to radiation damage do not, however, affect the am-
plitude from the APD signal for an electromagnetic shower (S) in exactly the same way as they
affect the signal for injected laser pulses (R), due to the different mean path lengths of the light in
the crystals. It has been shown that it is possible to relate the signals in the two cases simply by:
S
S0
=
( R
R0
)α . This expression, with α ≈ 1.6, was shown to describe well the behaviour of crystals
evaluated using test beam data [1, 23].
During CRAFT, a total of approximately 500 sequences of laser monitoring data were taken
within the ECAL calibration sequence. The laser typically ran at 100 Hz, resulting in the injection
of laser light into O(1%) of the available LHC beam abort gaps.
In EB, the average over 600 events of the APD to PN response ratio, 〈APD/PN〉, for data
taken with APD G50, was monitored, to follow variations of channel response to blue laser light.
Because of problems in reading out the PN diode data during the calibration sequence (which were
solved after the CRAFT run), two reference APDs were instead chosen in each light monitoring
region (approximately 200 crystals). The reconstructed laser amplitudes in the other APDs were
normalised relative to these reference channels, in order to correct for pulse-to-pulse variations in
the laser output. Here it is assumed that the reference APDs are stable reference points in the data
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Figure 5. Stability of the ECAL laser monitoring system during CRAFT. (a) RMS deviation of the quantity
〈APD/APDref〉 for EB channels with nominal data quality cuts applied. The most stable of the two reference
APDs was used in each light monitoring region. The small secondary peak at 0.2% from six neighbour-
ing trigger towers (150 channels) is shown by the grey histogram. (b) Same as (a) but for the quantity
〈VPT/VPTref〉 calculated for EE channels.
taking conditions of CRAFT, where no crystal transparency changes are expected to have happened.
Figure 5(a) shows the RMS of the quantity 〈APD/APDref〉 for 57 306 channels in EB over a 200
hour long period within CRAFT, when nominal data quality conditions were met. Data from two
supermodules (3400 channels) were excluded from this analysis because of low voltage supply
problems during this time period. This plot illustrates the performance of the LM system: 99.8%
of the monitored channels exhibited an 〈APD/APDref〉 stability better than the ECAL requirement
of 0.2%. Considering all laser data recorded during CRAFT over the entire 700 hour period, 98%
of the monitored channels satisfied this requirement.
The secondary peak in figure 5(a) arises from six neighbouring trigger towers in one light
monitoring region. These trigger towers, shown by the grey histogram in figure 5(a), have an
average stability of 0.2% (RMS). This is higher than most of the monitored channels in CRAFT,
but remains compatible with the stability requirement. The underlying cause is a 0.6% jump in the
response of the trigger tower which provides the reference APD for this light monitoring region.
The reason for this jump remains under investigation, since no corresponding fluctuation in the low
voltage, high voltage or temperature readings for these channels was observed during CRAFT.
For EE, the reconstructed laser amplitudes were normalised to a reference VPT in each su-
percrystal. Figure 5(b) shows the RMS of 〈VPT/VPTref〉 over 600 events from the same data
taking period, as shown in figure 5(a). A total of 13 672 endcap channels were monitored. During
CRAFT the average amplitude from laser light in the endcap crystals was significantly reduced
from the values expected for nominal data taking (since the end of CRAFT these amplitudes have
been increased by a factor of 10). As a result, approximately 1000 channels were rejected from
this analysis, since their laser amplitudes during CRAFT were too low for reliable stability mea-
surements. In these data, 98.3% of the monitored endcap channels showed a stability better than
0.2%. A significant fraction of the channels with a stability worse than 0.2% arise from groups of
five VFE cards corresponding to a single front-end card/supercrystal. Some correlation with super-
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crystals which had known high voltage supply problems during CRAFT was observed, although
no unique explanation for these less stable regions has been found.
5 Validation of pre-calibration constants
The channel response uniformity directly impacts on the constant term of the EM energy resolution.
This uniformity depends on the accuracy of the calibration of the relative response for all channels
in the detector. Inter-calibration constants are used to correct for channel-to-channel response
variations, for example due to differences in crystal light yield and photodetector gain. A set of
constants derived from laboratory and test beam measurements, termed pre-calibration constants,
are currently used to equalise the channel-to-channel response for both the barrel and the endcaps.
Prior to installation in the underground cavern, 9 of the 36 barrel supermodules were calibrated
with 90–120 GeV electrons at the H4 test beam at CERN [24], with an achieved precision on the
relative channel-to-channel response of 0.3%. The remaining 27 supermodules were calibrated in
the laboratory using cosmic-ray muons, with a precision of 1.5–2.5% [24]. For the endcap dees,
the pre-calibration constants were determined from laboratory measurements of crystal light yield
and VPT response. A set of 460 endcap crystals was also inter-calibrated with a precision of better
than 1% in an electron test beam during 2007. A representative subset of 162 crystals was also used
to estimate the precision of the laboratory light yield and VPT response measurements. This group
of crystals comes from the manufactured sample that has the best understood light yield. This
sample comprises more than 80% of the ECAL crystals. For these 162 crystals, the combination
of light yield and VPT response measurements were verified with a precision of 7.4% (RMS) by
comparing the laboratory and test beam measurements.
The ultimate inter-calibration precision will be obtained from data upon LHC startup. Data
collected in 2008 from cosmic-ray muons in CRAFT and beam-induced muons during LHC oper-
ation in September were used to perform an in situ check of the pre-calibration constants obtained
from laboratory measurements. The precision of these measurements, which are made at the level
of 1–2% for the barrel and better than 10% in the endcaps, are comparable to the laboratory mea-
surements and are therefore sufficient for LHC startup. They will also provide the initial calibration
constants for the calibration methods using LHC beam events, which will ultimately achieve the
final calibration goal of 0.5% [25].
5.1 Validation of ECAL barrel pre-calibration constants
A check of the pre-calibration constants for 14 of the 36 barrel supermodules was performed by
comparing the stopping power (dE/dx) distributions for cosmic-ray muons after the constants were
applied. The sixteen supermodules located at the top and bottom of the ECAL, which have the
highest acceptance to the vertical cosmic-ray muon flux, were selected for this analysis. Two
supermodules were subsequently excluded due to low voltage supply problems encountered during
CRAFT. Muons with momentum between 5 and 10 GeV/c were used. In this momentum region,
energy loss by ionisation is the dominant process. The muons were required to pass through the
tracker volume, and only events recorded with APD G200 were used. These requirements reduce
the sample from 88 million events to approximately 500 000 events.
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Figure 6. (a) Mean stopping power, dE/dx, versus the mean pre-calibration constants, 〈IC〉, for 14 super-
modules. Each point is normalised to the average value of dE/dx calculated using all 14 supermodules. The
filled circles indicate supermodules located in the upper hemisphere of the ECAL and the open circles rep-
resent supermodules located in the lower hemisphere. (b) Mean stopping power, dE/dx, versus the crystal
index in the η coordinate. Each data point is integrated over five crystals in η and all values of φ . In both
plots, the shaded region represents the systematic uncertainty on the measurement of dE/dx.
The momentum selection of the cosmic-ray muons is performed after the muons have passed
through the upper hemisphere but before they pass through the lower hemisphere of ECAL. This
causes a difference in the energy deposits in the two hemispheres of about 0.5%, due to the depen-
dence of dE/dx on the muon momentum. In order to compare the ECAL response in the upper and
lower hemispheres, this effect is corrected for in the analysis. It was required in addition that the
angle between the muon trajectory extrapolated from the tracker and the crystal axis is less than
30◦. This reduces systematic biases on the energy scale due to crystal energy deposits falling below
the clustering or zero suppression thresholds, which is more probable for large angle tracks which
pass through multiple crystals [15]. A total of 250 000 events remained after all selection cuts.
The average pre-calibration constants for each supermodule, 〈IC〉, vary by up to 30%, due
to differences in crystal light yield. The measured dE/dx distributions for the 14 supermodules
were compared after applying the pre-calibration constants to equalise the light yield response.
Figure 6(a) shows the mean stopping power for each supermodule, plotted as a function of 〈IC〉.
Each point is normalised to the average dE/dx value for all 14 supermodules, and the values of
〈IC〉 are normalised to a reference supermodule. The most probable value of dE/dx in this mo-
mentum range is measured to be approximately 1.75 MeV g−1cm2 [15]. This corresponds to an
energy loss of 335 MeV for a particle traversing the full length of a crystal. A truncated mean is
used in the determination of the average dE/dx value in order to remove statistical fluctuations
from high energy deposits in the upper 5% of the dE/dx distributions. The spread of these mea-
surements, which indicates the level of uniformity of the detector response, is about 1.1% (RMS).
This is comparable to the statistical precision of the measurements (typically 0.4%) combined with
the following systematic uncertainties: a) the dependence of the muon energy scale on the angle
between the crystal axis and the muon direction (estimated to be 0.5%); b) the variation in aver-
age muon momentum for different supermodules, since they have different angular acceptance to
cosmic-ray muons and hence sample different regions of the cosmic-ray muon flux (estimated to
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be 0.4%). The total systematic uncertainty of 0.6% is indicated by the shaded band in figure 6(a).
All estimates of systematic error are derived from data. A full description of their evaluation is
provided in ref. [15].
The calibration procedures in φ that utilise LHC data will yield precise inter-calibration of
crystals at a given η value. The pre-calibration constants will provide the relative scale for crys-
tals at different η values at LHC startup. The cosmic-ray muon data taken during CRAFT were
therefore used to validate in situ the pre-calibration constants as a function of η . Figure 6(b) shows
the (truncated) mean dE/dx as a function of the crystal index in the η coordinate. These mea-
surements are normalised to the average dE/dx integrated over all η values. The distribution is
plotted over the range−0.7< η < 0.7, where most of the muons that pass through both the tracker
and the ECAL are located. The spread of the measurements, indicating the precision to which
the η-dependent pre-calibration scale is verified, is 0.8% (RMS). The statistical precision of the
measurements, indicated by the error bars on the points, is typically 0.4%. The total systematic
uncertainty, which is represented by the shaded region, is 0.5%. The main contribution to the sys-
tematic error is the energy scale dependence on the angle between the muon trajectory and the
crystal axis (0.5%). Since each data point integrates over all values of φ , the systematic uncertainty
on the muon momentum scale due to the variation in acceptance to the cosmic-ray muon flux is
reduced, and is estimated to be 0.1% in figure 6(b).
5.2 Validation of ECAL endcap pre-calibration constants
A check of the endcap pre-calibration constants was performed using beam-induced muons, from
41 events recorded by CMS without magnetic field during LHC beam commissioning, in Septem-
ber 2008. The spray of O(105) muons produced from the LHC primary beams impinging on
collimator blocks upstream of the CMS detector produced large (TeV) energy deposits in EB and
EE, illuminating all active channels. In EE, the average energy per crystal was approximately
5 GeV/event. From this energy deposition, a set of local calibration coefficients was first defined,
which equalise the response over a 5×5 crystal matrix (supercrystal),
ci,local =
〈Ei〉5×5
Ei
, (5.1)
where Ei is the energy deposited in a single crystal, and 〈Ei〉5×5 is the average energy recorded
in the supercrystal. Here, it is explicitly assumed that the energy deposition is uniform over each
supercrystal region, which is supported by the observed spatial distribution of energy deposits
recorded in the endcaps.
Inter-calibration between supercrystals was provided by the pre-calibration constants, which
account for the radial dependence of the calibration coefficients due to the known variation in VPT
response across the endcaps,
ci = ci,local
〈ci,pre〉5×5
〈ci,local〉5×5 , (5.2)
where 〈ci,local〉5×5 and 〈ci,pre〉5×5 are the calibration coefficients, averaged over a 5× 5 crystal
region, from beam-induced muons and laboratory measurements, respectively.
Figure 7(a) compares the inter-calibration constants obtained using this method to those ob-
tained from test beam measurements of 460 endcap crystals. The difference between the coeffi-
cients, normalised to the average value for the full sample, for the two sets of measurements, was
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Figure 7. Validation of EE pre-calibration constants using beam-induced muons. (a) Comparison between
normalised beam-induced muon and test beam coefficients for 460 crystals. (b) Comparison of the nor-
malised combined beam-induced muon and pre-calibration coefficients to those derived from test beam data
for the reference sample of 162 crystals. (c) Comparison between normalised beam-induced muon and
pre-calibration constants for one endcap.
computed for each crystal. The agreement is within 10.4% (RMS). The statistical and systematic
precision of the constants derived from beam-induced muons was investigated. The precision of
these constants was evaluated with respect to the test beam measurements for an independent set
of N events using beam-induced muons entering from either side of the detector. The precision to
which the constants were determined as a function of N independent events was found to require a
constant term of 8.8% in addition to the expected 1/
√
N dependence. This constant term is believed
to be due to non-uniformity of the energy deposition by the beam-induced muon events.
The weighted average of the pre-calibration and beam-induced muon coefficients was com-
puted for all crystals. This weighted average is compared in figure 7(b) to the calibration constants
obtained from the test beam, for the reference sample of 162 crystals. An improvement in the RMS
from 7.4% to 6.3% was observed after combining the coefficients. This indicates that the coeffi-
cients obtained from laboratory and beam-induced muon measurements are largely independent.
Figure 7(c) shows the comparison of beam-induced muon and pre-calibration constants for 7112
crystals in one endcap. Approximately 100 channels were excluded from this plot due to signal tim-
ing problems during the beam muon runs, or due to high pedestal noise. The RMS of 13.2% is con-
sistent with the sum in quadrature of the 10.4% uncertainty on the beam-induced muon measure-
ments (figure 7(a)) and the 7.4% uncertainty on the pre-calibration measurements. A similar level
of agreement was also observed in the other endcap. With this measurement, it is possible to de-
duce that the 6.3% precision of the combined beam-induced muon and pre-calibration coefficients
over the 162 reference crystals that were exposed to the test beam, is valid over all endcap crystals.
6 Vacuum phototriode performance at 3.8 T
Laboratory measurements of VPT performance have shown that these devices are able to operate
in a high magnetic field environment, such as present in CMS [17]. Measurements taken during
2008 with the ECAL laser and LED monitoring systems in the CMS underground cavern, in an
operating field of 3.8 T, were used to study the performance of the 14 648 installed VPTs. They
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Figure 1: (Left): Schematic representation of the electrode structure of a VPT, with the device 
axis at an angle θ to the magnetic field.  (Right): Schematic representation of the anode grid, 
showing how the effective pitch varies as the VPT is rotated through an angle φ about its axis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: The measured anode response of a VPT in a magnetic field of 4T, as a function of 
the angle θ between the VPT axis and the magnetic field direction, with φ = 0.  The red 
arrows indicate the positions of minima predicted using equation (1) in the text. 
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Figure 8. (a) Schematic representation of the electrode structure of a VPT, with the device axis, ~E, at an
angle θ to the magnetic field direction, ~B, which is here assumed to be parallel to the axis labelled i. The
anode grid and dynode are maintained at potentials VA and VD, respectively. (b) Schematic representation of
the anode gr d, showing how the effective pitch, peff, varies as the VPT is rotated through an angle φ about
its axis.
confirmed the operability of these devices in a high field and permitted studies of the effects of
magnetic field and pulsing rate on the VPT anode sensitivity.
6.1 VPT response as a function of orientation to the magnetic field direction
Over the range of angles between the endcap VPT tube axes and the magnetic field direction (4
to 18 degrees), the VPT anode sensitivity changes by a value between 5 and 30%, relative to the
response at 0 T. In order to me sur this effect, a series of las r runs were taken in both endcaps
at zero and 3.8 T magnetic field. Since the pre-calibration constants for the endcaps iscussed in
the previous section and the energy scale derived from test beam measurements were all obtained
at zero magnetic field, the laser data were used to translate the pre-calibration constants to 3.8 T.
A schematic representation of the disposition of the electrode structure of a VPT in a magnetic
field is shown in figure 8(a). The response varies as a function of the angle θ between the axis of the
device and the magnetic field direction, and as a function of the orientation φ of the device about
its axis. In general, the response curve exhibits two main features: a plateau, modulated by a series
of minima centred on θ = 0, and a sharp fall-off at larger values of |θ | [26]. Both of these features
depend on the physical structure (pitch and thickness) of the anode grid (see figure 8(b)). Only the
plateau is relevant to the operation in CMS, since the ultimate fall-off occurs outside of the range
of angles encountered in the ECAL endcaps. Figure 9(a) shows the normalised anode response as
a function of θ , measured in the laboratory at 3.8 T, for a tube with anode grid orientations φ = 0
or 45◦. Here, local minima in the response curves are clearly seen. The minima are also shown to
depend on the rotation angle, φ , of the grid. Since φ was randomised during dee construction, this
will result in the smearing of the distribution of VPT response at 3.8 T for tubes at a fixed value of θ .
The dip/peak structure results from secondary electrons drifting in the direction defined by ~E×
~B (perpendicular to the plane of the paper in figure 8(a)). An analytical model has been developed
from this concept that enables the position of the minima to be predicted [26]. For the VPTs
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Figure 9. (a) Laboratory measurement of the response of a single VPT as a function of the tilt angle θ in a
3.8 T axial magnetic field, for two orientation angles, φ , of the VPT grid relative to the magnetic field axis.
Both sets of data were normalised to unity at θ = 0. The arrows mark the predicted positions of the minima
in the VPT response as a function of θ for the two φ orientations, using the model described in ref. [26].
(b) Normalised ratio of VPT response Y3.8/Y0 as a function of the tilt angle θ for EE laser runs taken with
a magnetic field of 3.8 T and 0 T. The band between the two dashed lines represents the RMS spread of the
quantity Y3.8/Y0 for all VPTs at a given θ angle. The solid line shows the result of a fit to the data using
eq. (6.1).
operating at 3.8 T, with a difference in anode-dynode potential of 200 V, the first dip is predicted
to occur at an angle tan(θ1) = tan(21.8◦)/cos(φ). The φ -dependence results from the change in
the effective anode grid pitch as a function of the φ rotation angle, as shown in figure 8(b). The
predicted dip positions for the two angle scans shown in figure 9(a), which are represented by the
two arrows, show good agreement with the laboratory data.
Since PN diode readout was not available during CRAFT, the endcap laser amplitudes used for
this analysis were normalised using the laser amplitude measurements from the barrel supermod-
ules. Since the barrel measurements are stable with respect to the magnetic field, such a normali-
sation suppresses amplitude variations due to the laser light source while preserving the variations
of the endcap laser amplitude due to the magnetic field.
The measured dependence of VPT response as a function of the tilt angle θ of the endcap VPTs
with respect to the magnetic field direction is shown in figure 9(b). The ratio of VPT response for
two laser runs taken at 3.8 T (Y3.8) and 0 T (Y0) during CRAFT is shown, for the angular range
between 4 and 18 degrees. Among the endcap VPTs, more than 75% of the tubes exhibit tilt angles
between 10 and 18 degrees, and the measured value of the ratio Y3.8/Y0 averaged over all tubes is
88.9%. The RMS spread of the data points, indicated by the dashed lines in figure 9(b), shows the
effect of averaging over the φ angle.
A fit was performed to the measured ratio Y3.8/Y0 using an empirically derived function of
the form
f (θ) = S
[
1− x
2
+
x
2
sin
(
θ −θ0
θp
)]
. (6.1)
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The parameters S and x control the amplitude and vertical offset of the sinusoidal component
of the function, and θ0 and θp control the horizontal offset and period.
Individual correction factors were obtained for all tubes at a given angle θ . The precision
of the measurement was estimated by examining the dependence on the tilt angle θ of the fit to
the VPT yield ratio Y3.8/Y0 . In addition, the stability of the correction factors was measured by
applying them to other laser runs taken during CRAFT at 0 T and 3.8 T. The estimated precision
was found to be ≈ 4%, and is mainly due to the averaging over channels with random φ angles at a
constant θ value, consistent with the spread of values indicated by the dashed lines in figure 9(b).
Applying these factors to the pre-calibration constants obtained at 0 T provides an 11% average
correction with a 4% uncertainty.
The precision of this measurement will be significantly improved in the future, when laser
and LED data normalised using the PN diode readout is used to obtain per-channel normalisation
factors. These will take into account both the θ and φ dependence of the VPT response in the
strong magnetic field of CMS, and will eliminate the need to provide an average correction for
each value of θ . This was necessitated by the use of the ECAL barrel to normalise the laser
amplitudes in the endcaps, which only provides an overall scale for the laser output, rather than
a channel-by-channel normalisation. It is expected that the data normalised by PN diode readout
should provide corrections to the VPT response measured at 0 T to the CMS operating field of
3.8 T with a precision of ≈ 0.1%.
Studies were also performed over a limited angular range by LED measurements taken at 0 T
and 3.8 T for a single diffusing sphere (200 channels). The measured ratios Y3.8/Y0 for LED and
laser data for these channels agree at the 2% level, which is within the uncertainties quoted above
for the laser measurements.
6.2 VPT rate stability
The VPTs used in CMS are designed to operate in a high magnetic field. Since they do not have
electrostatic focussing, they require the presence of a strong quasi-axial magnetic field for stable
operation. Variations of 5 to 20% in VPT response at zero magnetic field, induced by sudden
changes in the illuminating light pulse rate, have been observed in both laboratory and test beam
measurements. These variations were found to be strongly suppressed in the laboratory at 1.8 T
and 4 T, and also suppressed in the presence of a constant background illumination. The LED
pulser system installed in CMS can provide a constant background rate to each VPT, in order to
keep them active in the absence of LHC collisions and reduce their rate sensitivity.
Tests of the VPT rate stability were carried out on 200 VPTs in CMS at 0 T and 3.8 T during
late 2008. The tests were initiated with the VPTs in a quiescent state (no pulsing for the previous
12 hours). High rate LED pulsing was then turned on, delivering to individual VPTs an energy
equivalent amplitude of 10–15 GeV with a 10 kHz rate. This is roughly equivalent to the expected
average VPT load during LHC running at a luminosity of 1033 cm−2s−1. High rate pulsing contin-
ued for 17 hours and was then turned off. The response of each VPT was continuously monitored
throughout the entire period via dedicated LED runs (approximately 500 pulses taken at 100 Hz),
including several hours before and after the high rate LED illumination. The LED monitoring
light was simultaneously measured by the PN diodes, which were used to provide pulse-to-pulse
normalisation of the signals measured by the VPTs.
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Figure 10. Normalised VPT response (averaged over 200 tubes) for two high rate LED pulsing tests at 0 T
(open circles) and 3.8 T (filled circles) during CRAFT. In both tests, LED pulsing with a rate of 10 kHz was
performed for a period of 17 hours and turned off at time T = 0 hours. The VPT response was normalised
to the value at time T =−10 hours in both tests.
Figure 10 shows the normalised VPT response, averaged over 200 channels, as a function of
time, during two tests, performed with a magnetic field of 0 T and 3.8 T. In both cases, the LED
pulsing at high rate was turned off at time T = 0 hours. The average variation of VPT response
when the high rate pulsing was turned off was measured to be 5% with the CMS magnet at 0 T.
When the same test was performed with the CMS magnet at 3.8 T, the average variation of VPT
response was measured to be less than 0.2%, as expected. During CMS operation the LED and
laser light monitoring systems will be used to continuously monitor the rate sensitivity of VPTs.
Further dedicated tests are planned for 2009, prior to the start of LHC operation, on a larger set of
VPTs and also studying the effect on rate sensitivity of exposing the tubes to a constant level of
background illumination from the LED system (at approximately 100 Hz).
7 Summary
The installation of the crystal ECAL in CMS was completed in August 2008 with the insertion of
the two endcap detectors. The cosmic-ray data taking period in October and November 2008 was
the first opportunity to operate the ECAL for an extended period of time, with CMS in its final
configuration. Both the barrel and endcap detectors operated stably during this period, with more
than 98.5% of channels active. The stability of electronic noise, high voltage and temperature are
found to satisfy the ECAL performance targets and therefore do not significantly contribute to the
constant term of the EM energy resolution.
The ECAL calibration sequence records laser-induced events, pedestal events and test pulse
data during the LHC abort gap. This was exercised for the first time in CMS during this period.
The ultimate purpose of these data is to track changes in crystal transparency under irradiation with
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an accuracy of 0.2%. The data taken during the cosmic-ray tests were used to evaluate the stability
of the light monitoring system in a 200 hour period only using the channels for which nominal data
quality criteria were met (94% of barrel and 93% of endcap channels). A total of 99.8% of the
monitored barrel channels and 98.3% of the monitored endcap channels showed a normalised laser
amplitude stability better than 0.2% (RMS).
Cosmic-ray muon events and beam-induced muons in the ECAL were used to verify the pre-
calibration constants in the barrel and endcaps, which were derived from laboratory and test beam
measurements made prior to the installation of the detectors in the underground cavern. These con-
stants, which will provide initial values for the crystal calibration using LHC beam data at startup,
were confirmed with a precision comparable to that obtained from the laboratory measurements. In
the barrel, the relative energy scale between supermodules was verified with a precision of ≈ 1%.
In the endcaps, the precision of the constants at zero magnetic field was improved from 7.4% to
6.3% combining the pre-calibration coefficients with those obtained from beam-induced muons.
This data taking period was the first opportunity to operate the ECAL endcap detectors in
the 3.8 T CMS magnetic field. The 14 648 VPT photodetectors were shown to operate stably at
3.8 T. The dependence of VPT response on the angle of the tube axes with respect to the magnetic
field direction was measured in situ, and used to update the existing calibration constants that
were obtained at 0 T. The endcap LED system was commissioned, and was used to measure the
sensitivity of the VPT anode (averaged over 200 tubes) to sudden changes in rate. This sensitivity
was found to be less than 0.2% in the high magnetic field of CMS.
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